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Executive Summary
On June 12, 2014, City Council approved Resolution 20140612-066 which directed the City
Manager to develop a policy relating to property tax valuation appeals by companies that enter
into multi-year Chapter 380 Agreements and public-private development agreements on Cityowned property with the City of Austin. The Council also requested analysis on patterns of
appeal among incentivized companies, metrics that could be applied to ensure that exceptions are
flexible enough to provide for various scenarios, best practices from other jurisdictions, and
determination on whether or not there is evidence that a policy like this might deter companies
from going through the incentive process with the City.
With the assistance and data from the Travis Central Appraisal District (TCAD), the Economic
Development Department (EDD) analyzed the appeal behavior among incentivized companies
that received Chapter 380 payments between 2005 and 2013. Staff observed companies receiving
job-based have not appealed their property tax valuations, for these companies typically do not
own the facility, make improvements on-site, or make significant capital investments. Therefore,
this sub-group of incentivized companies and their respective parcels were excluded from
analysis due to the lack of available appeal information.
However, companies receiving property tax-based incentives have appealed their property
valuations. For these reasons, the analysis was restricted to companies receiving property taxbased incentives. The property valuation appeal data is collected by TCAD on a parcel basis,
therefore the analysis is presented on a parcel basis. Reference to “incentivized parcels” means a
parcel owned by a company that has received a Chapter 380 economic incentive.
Staff concluded there is no pattern of appeal among incentivized parcels based on the following:
 The inconsistency of appeals among incentivized parcels;
 The weak appeal behavior among incentivized parcels relative to all business-related
parcels in terms of both absolute appeals and share of initial value appealed; and,
 The untested effect of exogenous variables.
Several other conclusions were drawn from the analysis, including the following:
 In the case of property tax-based incentives, the impact to the City is offset due to the
direct correlation between property taxes paid and the incentive dollars received by the
company.
 Companies receiving job-based incentives do not appeal their property tax valuations.
 EDD practice is to not include tax revenues from business real property and business
personal property in the WebLOCI analysis for projects locating in TIF’s.
 EDD practice is not to offer property tax-based incentives for projects locating in TIF’s.
The recommendations, which are elaborated further in this report, are to:
 Join TCAD and Travis County efforts to reform state laws related to property tax appeals.
 Rely on the existing financial protections in the City’s economic incentive policy
regarding property tax-based incentives.
 Codify existing practices for prohibiting the property tax incentive option for projects
locating in TIFs.
 Implement a property valuation appeal for development on City-owned land located in
TIFs where the City has issued debt to be paid from TIF revenues.
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Introduction
Following the Council request on June 12th, the EDD worked closely with TCAD to gather data
on property tax appeals as they pertained to incentivized companies. EDD analyzed the data
extensively from multiple perspectives to better understand the appeal behavior of the City of
Austin’s incentivized companies. In addition, EDD reached out to its partners, professional
organizations, and various municipalities to gauge the disposition and practices surrounding the
issue of restricting incentivized companies from appealing property taxes. EDD’s analysis of the
data surrounding appeals and the responses from independent sources provided valuable insight;
this allowed the department to develop prudent considerations for protecting the City of Austin’s
assets from property tax appeals.

I.

City of Austin Economic Development

Economic Incentive Policy
EDD and its allies promote the City
as an economically competitive
location for attracting the expansion
or relocation of targeted industry
sectors that provide strategic and
sustainable growth in Austin.
Through the EDD’s work with
Opportunity
Austin,
EDD
strategically develops relationships
and approaches companies that
could locate an investment in
Austin, create quality jobs, and
cause a large multiplier effect by
interacting with our local companies.
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The EDD uses WebLOCI to measure and forecast the fiscal impact of the project to the City,
with an eye toward determining whether or not the City will financially profit from a project.
EDD also utilizes the Council-approved matrix to evaluate each project based on core
community values that determine whether the company and the project are a strong and
sustainable partner for the City.
There are two options for financially incentivizing these types of projects – (1) developing an
incentive that refunds a portion of property taxes paid by the company on a significant capital
investment, or (2) developing a “per job” incentive for projects that are not capital intensive. In
both cases, the incentive is only negotiated from the City’s financial profit as computed through
the WebLOCI analysis.
Incentive payments are performance-based, meaning they are only made after the company’s
performance has been monitored to ensure that the company has complied with the terms of their
agreement, including investment, creating jobs with appropriate wages, complying with the City
of Austin’s MBE/WBE ordinance, and meeting any of the bonus criteria that further strengthens
Austin’s socioeconomic landscape.
To promote transparence and integrity, EDD updates and provides information on incentive
agreements to the public. To that effect, EDD recently received a perfect score for Transparency
of Economic Agreements by Good Jobs First, and has since updated its online reporting platform
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further to incorporate more information on the agreements in a more organized and user-friendly
format.
Incentive Options and Their Relationship to Property Tax
A project’s property tax value appeal behavior greatly depends on the type of asset and value in
question. A general understanding of the incentive options as they relate to the two types of
assets that generate property tax – real property and business personal property – will provide
context to the prevalence of appeals in certain groups of projects and the lack thereof in others.
Companies eligible to receive property tax based incentives typically own their real property
improvements as well as their business personal property, and within these categories, the
investment may be in one or more parcels. Companies with property tax based incentives
typically own multiple property parcels, each of which is evaluated individually by TCAD.
Real property
Companies that receive property tax incentives from the
City will typically own real property, while those receiving
job-based incentives typically do not own the facility or
improvements made on-site. If a company receiving a
property tax incentive from the City successfully appeals
the value their real property, and if they achieved all
benchmarks for a successful compliance year, the
relationship already exists between the value and the
incentive such that the payment is reduced.
A company receiving a job-based incentive from the City
will not have the opportunity to appeal real property
valuations, as they are typically leasing space that is owned
by another entity that controls the decision whether or not
to appeal.
Business Personal Property
Photo Courtesy of M. Knox
In both property tax incentives and job-based incentives,
the depreciation schedule for business personal property is included in the WebLOCI analysis.
This is a very important note to the City’s assumptions in that the value for business personal
property is anticipated to decrease over time. A project receiving a property tax incentive will
typically have a longer depreciation schedule, as they are depreciating more investments that
have a higher value such as machinery and equipment. Meanwhile a project receiving a jobbased incentive will have a shorter schedule for depreciating investments with a lower value,
such as office fixtures and furniture.
For companies that receive a property tax incentive, a successful appeal of business personal
property value will result in a reduced incentive from the City, similar to the relationship of real
property described above. We found no instance where a company receiving a job-based
incentive has appealed their business personal property value.
The following table highlights the relationships between the City of Austin’s incentive options as
they relate to degrees of investment and property tax variables.
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Figure 1: Relationship Between Property Tax Variables and Incentive Options

Property Tax Variables

Incentive Options

Property Tax-Based Incentives

Job-Based Incentives

• Significant capital investment
• Incentive is a percentage of property tax
paid

• Typically lease real property
• Local investment in tenant improvements
and/or business personal property
• High yield benefits in jobs created

Usually a considerable
investment

Usually not a considerable
investment

Business Personal Property
• Property that is on-site but
not considered real property
(printers, desks, chairs etc.)

Real Property
• Land and facility
improvements made on-site

Usually a considerable
investment

Not applicable: Incentivized
companies typically do not own
their real property improvements

II. Information Received from TCAD on Property Tax Appeals
Staff’s collaboration with TCAD lent to valuable insight on the appraisal and appeal process of
all parcels across Travis County. A summary of the information relevant to the property
valuation appeal discussion includes the following:
 According to 2014 TCAD data, commercial parcels represent 26 percent, or
$40,840,754,782, of the total market value in Travis County ($154,755,571,834) despite
representing 4 percent (15,382 parcels) of the total parcel count in the County (406,575
parcels).
 Although commercial parcels represent a minority share of the total value, and an even
lower share of the total parcel count, commercial parcels appealed $39,154,049,266, or 52
percent of the total appeal portfolio value of $75,561,827,259.
 After the 2005 passage of the uniform and equal remedy in Texas Property Tax Code
Section 42.26 (a) as a legitimate provision to appeal property tax value, the method has
represented up to 81 percent of appeals as of 2013; the Appraisal Review Board and
TCAD have insufficient information to justify an initial valuation due to legislation
prohibiting sales price disclosure.

III. Property Tax Appeal Behavior of Incentivized Companies
EDD analyzed past and active incentive agreements to determine which projects were
appropriate to be included in the sample set, and determined the following: Although there have
been 21 Chapter 380 agreements within the past 11 years, only nine (9) have received an
incentive payment from the City. Dropbox, US Farathane, SunPower, eBay, and National
Instruments terminated their incentive agreements prior to any payment being made. The
investment made by five companies - Apple, HID Global, Visa, athenahealth, and Websense –
has not yet been assessed, so their appeal behavior was excluded from analysis. Friday Night
Lights did not own property, so the project was excluded from analysis.
Historical Appeal Behavior
To determine whether a pattern of appeal exists, EDD gathered data that reflected the appeal
behavior of companies that received an incentive payment between 2005 and 2013, as displayed
in Figure 2 (see Appendix A for full details). Of note, companies have the ability to appeal
multiple parcels, either real, business personal property, or both, in any given year.
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Of nine projects identified, four appealed their property tax valuations at least once – none of
which were projects that were attracted to Austin through the use of a job-based incentive. Due
to appeal behavior of job-based incentivized companies (or lack thereof) and other factors that
would deflate the rate of appeal among all incentivized projects, these projects were excluded
from the sample and further analysis.1
Figure 2: Historical Appeal Behavior of All Incentivized Projects
Project
Domain Mixed Use Development*

Incentive Based On:
Property Tax, Sales Taxes Generated

Appealed?
Yes

Home Depot Austin Technology Center**

Property Tax

No

Advanced Technology Development Facility/SVTC**

Property Tax

Yes

Samsung Austin Semiconductor 300 mm Fab

Property Tax

Yes

Hewlett Packard Data Center**

Property Tax

No

HelioVolt Manufacturing Plant**

Property Tax

Yes

Hanger Headquarters

Job Creation

No

LegalZoom Regional Headquarters**

Job Creation

No

Advisory Board Company Software Center

Job Creation

No

Appeal Behavior of Property Tax-Based Incentive Projects
Figure 3 highlights projects that composed staff’s sample set; the year each project received
incentives; the year and number of successful appeal; and, the percent reduction in taxable value
as a result of all successful appeals by the respective project. Of note, incentives can apply to
multiple parcels, one or more of which may have been appealed during one year. This explains
the appearance of discontinuity between “# of Successful Appeals” and “Years of Appeal.”
Of the remaining six projects – all of which received property tax-based incentives – the
Domain2, Advanced Technology Development Facility, Samsung, and HelioVolt successfully
appealed their property taxes, while Home Depot and Hewlett Packard did not.
Figure 3: Appeal Behavior of Property Tax-Based Incentivized Projects (sample set)
Years Receiving
Incentives
2008-2014 (7)

# of Successful
Appeals
6

08’, 09’, 11’, 12’, 13’

% Reduction in
Taxable Value
-20.89%

Macy’s

N/A

1

13’

-25.3%

SWD Hotel LLC

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Heritage Communities LP

N/A

5

09’, 10’, 12’, 13’, 14’

-8.6%

Project
Domain Mixed Use Development

LPF Villages Domain LLC

Year(s) of Appeal

N/A

4

10’, 11’, 13’, 14’

-7.9%

Home Depot Austin Technology Center

2005-2007 (3)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Advanced Technology Development Facility / SVTC

2005-2007 (3)

1

07’

-8.9%

Samsung Austin Semiconductor 300 mm Fab

2007-2014 (8)

5

08’, 09’, 11’, 14’

-31.5%

Hewlett Packard Data Center

2007-2008 (2)

N/A

N/A

N/A

HelioVolt Manufacturing Plant
1

2009-2011 (3)

3

10’, 11’

-13.6%

Companies incentivized on a job-creation basis do not make significant investment. Neither do they own their
leasehold improvements, so the value of their real property improvements are not distinguishable from the value
other properties owned by their landlords. Therefore TCAD has no information on the appeal behavior on these real
property valuations. For these reasons, companies with job-based incentives were excluded from staff’s analysis –
only the appeal behavior of projects receiving property tax-based incentives, which have discretion and benefit from
the value of their real property, was analyzed.
2

The Domain is a mixed-use development that receives incentives based on the incremental value increase of
developed parcels. A portion of these properties are currently owned and operated by independent retail and
residential owners. In effect, the Domain relinquished control to appeal property values subsequent to selling the
property to the independent party. The City will not execute project-based deals such as the Domain the future, in
accordance with City Ordinance 20090312-005.
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Pattern of Appeal: Data Interpretation
To determine the existence of a pattern of appeal among incentivized companies, staff chose to
analyze the data beyond the static representation seen in Figure 3. Therefore, staff not only
analyzed the historical appeal behavior among the incentivized parcel data between 2005 and
2013, but also compared the behavior of incentivized parcels to that of all business-related
parcels in Travis County in the same period. Business-related refers to the set of all commercial
and business personal property parcels. The purpose of this exercise was to measure the
frequency, rate, and timing of appeals as they related to the general population of all businessrelated parcels.
Perspective 1
In Perspective 1, staff graphed the rate of incentivized parcels against the rate of appealed
parcels, and overlaid a measure of the appealed share of incentivized parcels as a percent of the
total incentivized parcels. The purpose of this perspective was to identify a direct correlation
between the rate of incentivized parcels and the rate of appealed parcels.
Between 2005 and 2013, the share of appealed incentivized parcels relative to all incentivized
parcels remained below 40 percent, as seen in Figure 4. Furthermore, the correlation between the
increase in incentivized parcels and appealed parcels was not significant enough to make a
determination that there is a pattern of appeal: if a pattern did exist, one would see a stronger
relationship between the number of incentivized parcels and the number of appealed parcels.
This, however, was not the case.
Figure 4: Perspective 1
Appealed Parcels vs. Total Parcels: Incentivized Parcels
Total Incentivized Parcels

Appealed Incentivized Parcels

Appealed Share of Incentivized Parcels (%)
100%

18

90%

16

17

16

80%
70%

13

12
10

13

13

60%

50%

10

8

40%

6
4

30%

6
4

2

5

3

3

3

3

2008

2009

2010

3

4

2005

2006

2007

20%
10%

1

0

Appealed Share

Incentivized Parcels

14

0%
2011

2012

2013

Perspective 2
In Perspective 2, staff compared the appealed share of incentivized parcels to the appealed share
of all business-related parcels; furthermore, staff measured the nine-year average of the two
samples to determine which group of parcels had a larger share of appeals across time. In
addition, staff had the opportunity to observe the variance in the share of appeals among the two
groups over the nine year period to gauge the consistency, in effect a pattern, of appeal.
A pattern of appeal among incentivized parcels was difficult to establish for two reasons: First
share of appealed incentivized parcels relative to all incentivized parcels exhibited a lower nineyear average compared to the share of all appealed business-related parcels relative to all
business-related parcels – 20 percent and 28 percent, respectively (Figure 5). Next, the appealed
share of incentivized parcels exhibited an inconsistent rate of appeal over time compared to the
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stable trend of appeal illustrated by business-related parcels (the standard deviation for appeal
among all business-related parcels was 1, while the standard deviation for appeal among
incentivized parcels was 12.78).
Figure 5: Perspective 2
Appealed Parcels as a Share of Total Parcels
45%

All Business Related Parcels in Travis Co.

Incentivized Parcels

Business Related Parcels: 9-Year Average

Incentivized Parcels: 9-Year Average

40%
38%

35%
30%

25%

30%

29%

27%

29%

27%

26%

23%

20%
15%

29%

28%

9-Year
Average

28%

31%

30%

28%

28%

23%

21%

17%

10%
5%
0%

0%

2005

0%

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Perspective 3
In Perspective 3, staff plotted the year-over-year rate of change in the appealed share of
incentivized parcels and all business-related parcels. The purpose of this perspective was to
compare the variance that existed between incentivized parcels and all business-related parcels,
as variance is a strong proxy of a pattern.
The year-over-year rate of change among all business-related parcels and incentivized parcels
experienced large variation, and as demonstrated in Figure 6, a pattern of appeal was difficult to
establish for several reasons. First, the average rate of change in year-over-year appeals among
incentivized parcels was 4 percent, compared to 0.04 percent observed among all businessrelated parcels in Travis County. As highlighted in Figure 8, the standard deviation for
incentived parcels and all business-related parcels in Travis County was 0.87 percent and 0.03
percent, respectively. Meaning, the nine-year distribution of year-over-year rates of change in all
business-related parcels in Travis County is significantly closer to its average, whereas that
figure among incentivized parcels has a larger variance and less predictability. This observation
argues against a pattern of appeal among incentivized parcels.
Next, the timing of points of inflection observed in the year-over-year change in pattern of
appeals among incentivized parcels suggested there may be multiple factors that influence the
decision to appeal. The increase in 2007 was due to the first observed appeal among incentivized
parcels; however, the increases in 2010 and 2011 parallel the instability in the real estate market.
Presumably, the decision to appeal a tax valuation may be sensitive to external variables such as
the broader economy, rather than sheer profit maximization. Therefore, appeal behavior appeared
to wax and wane as a result of the volatility in real estate and the corresponding lag between
property values and the tax rolls. TCAD confirmed staff’s finding, suggesting that appeals across
all land types increase when the market experiences fluctuations in either direction.
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Figure 6: Perspective 3
Year-Over-Year Rate of Change:
All Business Related Parcels v Incentivized Parcels
All Business Related Parcels In Travis Co.

Incentivized Parcels

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
-5%
-10%
2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Perspective 4
The purpose of Perspective 4 was to compare the contested portion of the total initial valuation
of property among incentivized parcels and all business-related parcels. This illustration would
help staff determine if incentivized parcels were more antagonistic compared to all businessrelated parcels. If a pattern of appeal did exist, one would expect a strong and consistent share of
initial valuations being appealed across time.
Figure 7 displays the share of initial value appealed across all business-related parcels in Travis
County and all incentivized parcels. Consistently, a smaller share of value across all incentivized
parcels was contested in comparison to all business-related parcels in Travis County. The
percentage of value appealed by all business-related parcels in Travis County, on average, was
80 percent; meanwhile, that figure stood at 16 percent for incentivized parcels. [Of note, due to
the small sample size for incentivized parcels, a successful appeal by a company, such as
Samsung, can trigger a steep increase in the share of initial value appealed as it did in 2008. In
that period, the initial value of Samsung’s assets alone that were appealed to a lower value
accounted for 54 percent of the total incentivized property value– both real property and business
personal property].
Overlaying the data interpretation from Figure 5, the 20 percent of incentivized parcel owners
appeal, on average, 16 percent of initial property values. Meanwhile, 28 percent of all businessrelated property owners appeal, on average, 80 percent of initial property values.3

3

Staff’s finding that 80 percent of initial business-related property values were appealed differs from the 90
percent figure calculated by TCAD because the appraisal district does not include business personal property,
whereas staff’s analysis does.
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Figure 7: Perspective 4
Share of Initial Value Appealed (%):
All Business Related Parcels vs. Incentivized Parcels
All Business Related Parcels in Travis Co.

Incentivized Parcels

100%
80%
60%
40%

20%
0%
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Data Analysis: Summary
Observations in Perspective 1 suggested the correlation between the increase in incentivized
parcels and appealed parcels was not significant. Perspective 2 illustrated the phenomenon that
the rate of appeal among incentivized parcels maintained a lower nine-year average compared to
all business-related parcels in Travis County. Perspective 3 highlighted the high lack of
consistency in the year-over-year rate of change in appeal among incentivized parcels compared
to all business-related parcels; furthermore, the data suggested appeals may have been catalyzed
by external variables such as the broader economy. In Perspective 4, staff observed the relatively
low share of initial value appealed among incentivized parcels relative to all business-related
parcels.
Figure 8: Data Analysis Summary
All Business Related Parcels

Incentivized Parcels

• 28% 9-year average
• Low: 27%, high:29%

• 21% 9-year average
• Low: 0%, high: 38%

Year-Over-Year Rate of
Change in Appeal

• Small variance (predictable)
• Standard deviation: 0.03%

• Large variance (unpredictable)
• Standard deviation: 0.87%

Initial Value Appealed

• Consistent initial value appealed
each year
• Low: 70%, high:83%

• Inconsistent initial value appealed
each year
• Low: 0%, high:61%

• An average of 28% of parcels
appealed roughly 80% of initial
valuation

• An average of 21% of parcels
appealed roughly 16% of initial
valuation

Rate of Appeal

Portion of Parcels
Representing Initial Value
Appealed

The correlation, frequency, rate, variance, and timing of appeals among incentivized parcels
were consistently inconsistent; and compared to all business-related parcels, incentivized parcels
demonstrated weaker appeal behavior in terms of both absolute appeals and the value of appeals.
Upon analyzing the data in a range of perspectives, staff was unable to establish a pattern
of appeal among incentivized parcels.
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IV. Austin’s Competitive Advantage
Per Council’s request, staff analyzed the potential impact on the City of Austin’s competitiveness
should a policy that prohibits incentivized companies from appealing property tax valuations
come to fruition.
To accomplish this task, EDD reached out to companies that currently have an incentive
agreement with the City, professional economic development organizations that could leverage
large member bases for response, and, other municipalities that have been observed restricting
property tax appeal valuations.
Feedback from Incentivized Companies
Companies and their affiliates that have an active incentive agreement with the City were polled
to measure their likelihood of expanding in Austin had there been a provision restricting the
company from appealing its property tax valuation. Of the 12 companies polled, five responded.
All respondents strongly discouraged the City from taking this type of action. Responses
suggested that such a provision would significantly hamstring the City’s competitiveness, and its
candidacy as a site for expansion would be adversely affected (see Appendix B).
Feedback from Professional Organizations
EDD petitioned the following six professional organizations for insight on best practices:







Council of Development Finance Agencies
International Economic Development Council
Economic Development Council
Site Selectors Guild
Texas Economic Development Council
TCAD

There were three main takeaways from their responses: 1) there are no “best practices” for
restricting incentivized companies from appealing their property tax; 2) restricting companies
that receive incentives from appealing their property tax values seems like a self-defeating
strategy; and, 3) projects located in a TIF are the only exception to restricting property tax
valuation appeals (because financing relies on TIF revenue). See Appendix C for all responses.
Case Examples of Restricting Appeals
A cursory search of practices in other
U.S. cities revealed only two cases in
which projects waived the right to
appeal property tax valuations. Both
projects are in Tax Increment
Financing (TIF) districts in blighted
areas
needing
redevelopment
stimulus; and neither project was
competitive. As a result, these cases
were deemed irrelevant to the City’s
practices regarding Chapter 380

Photo Courtesy of M. Knox
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agreements, which is competitive in nature and tailored for marketing and business attraction.
However, the cases are relevant for an arrangement where the City is financing debt for the
development within a TIF.
The City of Houston: Houston Baptist University (HBU)
The City of Houston’s incentive agreement with HBU is the only agreement containing language
relating to the appeal of property tax value. If HBU appeals the value of the incentivized parcels
below $10 million, the agreement is considered breached. However, that $10 million figure
represents 6.25 percent of the total $160 million investment, thus serving a nominal purpose.
The HBU agreement is pertinent to the recommendation regarding property tax valuation appeals
by companies that enter into public-private development agreements on City-owned property.
The City of Fort Collins: Urban Renewal Authority’s ‘Covenant Not to Protest’
The Urban Renewal Authority (URA) of the City of Fort Collins contains another example that
is relevant to property tax valuation appeals and public-private development agreements. For a
short time, the URA reimbursed projects upfront through City-issued debt. The URA now
reimburses projects over time based on the actual tax increment generated by the development,
which significantly mitigates the risk to the URA. The URA’s initial practice of using Cityissued debt to make upfront reimbursements put the City of Fort Collins at risk of property tax
revenues not being achieved as expected to pay off the annual debt requirements. Therefore, the
URA implemented a Covenant Not to Protest. In only one case was a project allowed to waive its
Covenant Not to Protest with the City of Fort Collins because the City’s bond attorneys were
uncomfortable with the legal language in the agreement. Although projects are now reimbursed
over time, the URA still inserts the Covenant Not to Protest in redevelopment agreements.
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V.

Staff Recommendations

Upon analyzing the data regarding appeal behavior of incentivized companies, as well as input
from current business partners, professional organizations, other municipalities, EDD concluded
the following:
Property Tax-Based Incentives
Companies that protest their property tax valuations do so with the understanding that the City’s
annual incentive is reduced as well. Staff recommendation is to rely on existing financial
protections already provided in the property tax-based incentive policy.
Chapter 380 Projects Located in a TIF
EDD excludes tax revenue from business real property and business personal property from the
WebLOCI analysis because the tax revenues are included in the TIF revenue projections. And, it
is current EDD practice not to offer a company locating into a TIF a property tax-based
incentive. Staff recommendation is to codify the current practice of prohibiting the
property tax incentive option to projects located in TIF districts on City-owned land.
Public-Private Partnerships of City-owned Located in a TIF
In the case where the City issues TIF debt for the development of a project on City-owned land,
staff recommendation is to develop a policy prohibiting property tax appeals within publicprivate development agreements.
Legislative Reform
The County Commissioners Court directed Travis County to develop a working group comprised
of a technical advisory committee and citizen’s committee. Staff recommendation is to join
Travis County’s efforts and create a joint working group to analyze the appeal behavior of
all commercial parcels and develop equitable recommendations.
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Appendices
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Appendix A-1:
Historical Appeal Data of Property Tax-Based Incentivized Companies

Legend
= Successful Appeal
= Non-Incentivized Parcel

= Incentivized Amount
= Additional Info Resulted in Higher Assessment
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Appendix A-2:
Historical Appeal Data of Job-Based Incentivized Companies
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Appendix B:
Responses from Incentivized Companies and Site Selectors

If Austin were to require that companies waive their right to appeal property tax valuations (real
property and business personal property) in order to receive economic development incentives,
would this have impacted your consideration of choosing Austin as the location for your project?
How would this have impacted or altered your consideration of Austin for a project?

In regards to the property tax appeal matter referenced in the memo issued by Kevin Johns on July
11, 2104 I do have a few comments for you to consider.
Requirements by companies to waive their right to appeal property tax valuations in order to receive
incentives is not unusual in parts of the country; thus, this matter would not be unique to Austin.
The valuation of property should not be impacted whatsoever as it should follow specific valuation
techniques used by the County Assessor (e.g. fair market value, cash value, etc.) It should not be
influenced/restricted on whether an incentive is tied to the project. In a perfect world every property
would be assessed appropriately to market conditions, but unfortunately that is not always the case.
Thus, I see this matter as an opportunity for the Assessor to not properly devote the full focus on
defining an assets valuation as he/she would know that the property owner would have no recourse
no matter the valuation. [Company] has a robust property tax appeal practice so we have healthy
experience in matters of overvalued assets.
Because property taxes are often difficult to fully define early on in a project’s life-cycle, in
particular in new construction examples, the valuation of the property could have a significant impact
on a project’s operational costs. This would be especially valid for projects with a unique/specific use
that would be hard to assess.
To be candid, given that the City’s requirements for companies to get local incentives are already
some of the most onerous that I have seen in my 10+ years in this business and essentially void the
incentives benefits provided by the City, I would find this additional property tax issue to be an adder
to an already difficult incentives policy.
For projects with larger than average property tax investments I would definitely raise this as a point
of concern to a client and would recommend to eliminate the site taking into account all other
administrative/compliance requirements.

I would say altering tax implications for us in anyway would have had an impact on our decision.
Without knowing full impact or studying it, I don’t know whether it would have changed our view,
but it would not have helped in anyway.

In response to your inquiry, having to waive our right to a property tax appeal would have had a
profound impact on our decision to choose Austin as the location for our project(s). While the
decision to locate here in Austin is not based wholly on any one factor, a significant determining
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factor is the property tax incentives we receive. We are the largest property taxpayer in all of Travis
County, so it is a huge consideration for us. As well, our Headquarters takes this into account when
deciding between Austin and other locations (both in and outside of the U.S.). Because of Texas'
high property tax rates and tax, other locations are often more appealing when looking at that facotr
[sic] alone. It is because of our incentives that we are able to make the argument to management and
Headquarters that Austin makes sense economically for us all.
As well, while we aim to work with TCAD and CAGI as well as our property tax consultants on a
fair property tax valuation before values are set, this cannot always be ensured. For instance, back in
2011, TCAD admittedly and improperly assessed [company] with a property value in excess of $1B
over its true value. [company] had to sue TCAD to get this corrected. In the subsequent years, we've
needed to appeal various property values due to inaccurate information, new properties being
acquired, etc. to result in a fair and accurate property value assessment. Having to waive our right to
this basic insurance for fair and equitable treatment would definitely deter Headquarters from
considering Austin as a fair and economically sound location for current and future projects.
Although we would not necessarily appeal our property tax values, waiving the right to an appeal
essentially waives our right to ensuring we receive a fair and accurate assessment.

It's difficult for us to answer hypothetical questions such as this one post decision. Our decision to
move to Austin was based on myriad of factors, but the ability to appeal property taxes was not taken
into consideration. Our belief is the incentives should be tied to economic development
(employment and capital investment); incentives are a tool to help attract. We wanted to be treated
like every other corporate citizen if and when we made the decision.

You asked specifically whether such a requirement “would have impacted [company’s] consideration
of choosing Austin as the location for [its] project.” The answer is simple: of course such a
requirement would have impacted our decision, as we suspect it would impact the decision of any
company considering expansion in Austin. Requiring a company to waive a substantive right, at
unknown and unknowable potential future cost, in order to participate in a program intended to
attract business growth and investment would inevitably undermine the objectives of the incentives
program. Worse, such a requirement would be a very real disincentive to the kind of capital
investment [company] is currently making in [a facility]; investment which, as you know, creates
additional jobs and generates additional city revenue.
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Appendix C-1:
Responses from Members of the Council of Development Finance Agencies (CDFA)
If a municipality were to require that incoming companies waive their right to protest property tax
valuations (real property and business personal property) in order to receive economic
development incentives how would this impact or alter the company's consideration of that
location for a project?
While we don’t deal directly in the application of tax incentives, it would say that “it depends” and
that the municipality may want to consider a materiality threshold in applying such a role. Said
another way, in GE closing the largest incentive deal ever to build a new building the Banks in
Cincinnati, a request like that is not unreasonable. But in a much smaller deal, I think a company
would look at it more prohibitively.

If our URA bonds for a project that is based on property tax income, we include a provision in the
DDA that requires the company to ensure that their annual property tax revenues will be enough to
pay the annual debt OR the company has to make up the difference. That requirement means that the
bonds are not tax exempt.
If we did a performance-based incentive, that is reimburse the company a certain amount of $$, we
generally include in the DDA, that the property tax revenue we receive for the company is enough to
cover the reimbursement or the reimbursement falls short by the amount of the shortfall or additional
percentage thereof.

Our deals all have this term within the agreement. We use TIF as our capital for incentives which
requires increasing real estate assessments. Without the increases then there is no increment and no
incentive. We do not limit or regulate their business personal property. It can affect the company’s
P&L but typically the incentive more than make-ups for a nominal increase in property taxes

We have contemplated property owners’ right to protest property tax valuations in our offered
incentives. But when we’ve done so, it’s typically when we’re offering tax increment financing
(TIF) and we specifically require the property owner to agree – within the terms of the TIF
agreement – that s/he will work with the city and the county auditor to “set” the property valuation at
an amount agreed upon within the TIF agreement. Put another way, to ensure that our TIF revenue
stream is unimpeded by the owner, or subsequent owners, undertaking a property valuation protest
(which would reduce the amount of payments-in-lieu-of-taxes paid, because valuation would be
lower than projected), we bake into the TIF agreement that we all agree what the property valuation
will be for taxing purposes during the entire term of the incentive.
In this way, the impact to the company shows up in calculated repayments from pilots paid into the
TIF fund based on the set valuation. (This is the case for real property taxes. Our state no longer
assesses personal property taxes.)
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I would argue this approach could be adopted across incentives offered by the municipality. By way
of example, a job tax credit could include – should include - within the tax credit agreement, a
requirement that the owner not protest the property valuation. This is a cost of receiving an incentive
from that jurisdiction.

The city of Cleveland requires it for all TIF's and Ent. Zone tax abatements. There have not been any
issues.

I think it’s a matter of property rights and due process. I would not be supportive of a company
waiving the rights to protest. No matter the location, property evaluations tend to ebb and flow. I
think a community would be viewed negatively by companies considering locating within a
municipality if this is put into place.

I am not sure I understand the question. I believe you are asking about property tax assessments,
when raised, will not be challenged by the company in exchange for abatements or incentives.
This could trigger a couple issues:
The abatement amount, let’s say 75% property tax abatement for 10 years, would likely only be
slightly affected by any raises in assessment. It should impact location decisions only slightly and
only if property taxes in the community are already high and increasing quickly.
If other incentives are in involved, a $100,000 development grant for instance, this must be weighed
against property tax rates within the specific community. Remember high property taxes usually also
mean high property re-sale values too.

I am not sure I am able to answer the first question since I work on the side of the deal that would
prohibit the tax appeal.

Agreeing to such a waiver would have a negative impact on a company’s decision since in my view
such action gives away the right of the company to challenge assessments in the future if, for
example, there is a business downtown turn.

In Pennsylvania the municipality is on 1/3 of the property tax trio, also there is no Personal Property
Tax. You also need to consider the County and School District. Typically the School District tax bill
is 50-60% of the total; the county and municipality come in to split the remaining 40-50%.
Now if value of the incentives is greater than the amount of a potential property tax increase paid (or
estimated amount saved through an appeal over a determined period of time) then go with the
incentives, otherwise you may want to take you chances with an appeal. If you are only speaking of
municipal property taxes…you may want to put a PILOT (Payment in lieu of Taxes) agreement
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together for the municipality and then challenge the taxes knowing it will not affect the municipal
taxes.

I have heard of and been involved in deals where a company was asked to waive property tax credits
in order to receive an incentive in the form of a loan or grant, and that is usually well received
because it represents funds up front versus savings over time. However, I have never heard of a
company being asked to waive the right to appeal (protest) tax assessments in order to receive
incentives. The business would be faced with a fairly straight forward analysis: the value of the
upfront incentive versus the risk of property taxes rising higher than they would tolerate. When
given the ability to make an objective analysis of the numbers and the risk factors, the company
would probably be okay with it. They would object to surprises or unknown factors later in the
process that might skew the analysis.

In my opinion based on over 30 years in ED, I would say this is a difficult game changer and would
probably place this community in a very unfavorable position for site/location consideration. In our
legal documents pertaining to any real property tax abatement that is tied to assessment, the company
always has the right to challenge its assessment. We have no business personal property tax in our
state.

DURA has required the prohibition of protesting property taxes as a requirement of receiving tax
increment bond financing assistance. Certainly it would be inappropriate for tax increment bonds,
which require the incremental taxes to be available to meet debt services requirements, to be put at
risk due to the beneficiaries desire to lower their property taxes. We have found that the developers
approach their projects with an expectation regarding the payment of property taxes and generally do
not object to the “no protest” requirement in return for the public investment. We typically do not
include the same prohibition if the tax increment assistance is paid as a developer reimbursement. In
this scenario if the incremental taxes are lessened as a result of a protest, the developer may not be
fully reimbursed for their eligible costs.

In Lancaster County, PA the County is responsible for completion of property assessments, including
properties in the City of Lancaster. I have not researched this but I believe the appeal process in
Pennsylvania may preclude the City from creating a program where economic development
incentives were conditioned on not appealing property tax valuations. If the City operated its own
property assessment process we could do so. I don’t have any experience about the potential impact
on location decisions by a business when restricting their ability to appeal property assessment
values.

That's a fascinating question, and one that I've actually heard discussed before. I think the prevailing
economic development thought is that any restrictions placed on a prospective company could
negatively impact their decision, even if they are getting incentives. I would add though that it may
not be that cut and dry. We would want to define what incentives we were really talking about. Some
communities consider fast-tracking the permitting process an incentive. If that is all a company was
to receive, and their tax values were to plummet for some reason, it wouldn't seem like a reasonable
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restriction for that instance. However, a company that receives a million dollar local incentive, even
if they keep to their end of the bargain related to job creation, etc., might not be justified in
requesting adjustment. I would imagine that Rodney will have a differing opinion, as I would guess
most folks on the actual taxing end would.
As is the case in Clayton County, though, the majority of the actual incentives dollars or programs
are state or federal in nature. State tax credits, REBA grants from the Governor's office, Foreign
Trade Zone status, etc. Tax abatement is really our strongest local incentive.

I agree with (the previous comment), it would largely depend on how the incentives are structured
and the value in the location for the project. The longer the tax abatement terms are the more
beneficial it becomes to the company and perhaps may deter an appeal. Shorter terms clearly would
work in the opposite as the tax umbrella is shortened and the percentage of value escalates rapidly.
Market conditions can and have fluctuated from year to year. With no appeal rights in fast
appreciating areas, companies may find themselves with high assessments and high taxes. This will
ultimately affect the bottom line.
In my experience property taxes are just as important as location when companies are deciding to
expand, relocate, or start a business. I will also say being on this of the abatement waiving appeal
rights wouldn't be a bad thing.

Are there any alternatives that you would suggest or best practices that you would recommend in
place of prohibiting such protests?
Couple of thoughts, 1) you can choose to not regulate at all but have an increment share agreement in
place (i.e. Provide 30% of increment to the employer) so if they challenge then they get less
incentives. Would need to be a pay as you go incentive. 2) You can allow a challenge but with a
limiter of some type i.e. Applicant is allowed to challenge property tax assessments if 135% over
market rate assessments. You would need to be very confident and transparent in your property tax
forecast to ensure that both parties on the same page of where property taxes are going. A good
company will already have inflation built into their P&L so they can withstand inflationary increases
but need to minimize extraordinary events like their assessment doubling. It sounds like there is root
problem that is creating both parties to be on different pages. It is a public private partnership so
openness and transparency is needed on both sides to craft a workable redevelopment agreement.
I would argue our handling, described above, is a best practice to keep the owner from protesting
valuation. Make the incentive contingent on what the property valuation is – as is the case in TIF
deals that pay the property owner – so the property owner is induced to see the valuation amount
needs to be the same as that is desired by the local political jurisdiction / school district.

Alternatives would be to have clawback provisions in the contract – incentives are subject to
performance – failure gives right to clawback/be compensated for providing the incentives. Because
we use TIF we always require a waiver from protesting property valuations – another way to look is
there must be an agreed upon minimum valuation/payment.
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I would just add that an alternative is to include some sort of clawback in the award. The real issue at
hand is that you don't want to provide a company a benefit and then they leave. This would have an
adverse impact on the ability to issue future awards.

There are other ways a community can ensure revenues, through income tax, through stepped-down
incentive programs, through gift in exchange for an abatement (a new ballfield for the school district
or safety service vehicle, for instance) through clawbacks for non-performance (although politically
difficult). All these measures are probably more palatable as an inducement to the company to locate
in your community.

The alternative is to more tightly define that incentive to which the company would have access,
aligned with the value of the potential tax appeal. For example if the appeal is potentially worth
$1,000,000 over 10 years, what is the NPV of the appeal and how can the City assistance be
repackaged on the front end to reflect this amount?

Property tax valuations should be projected over a time period – 10-20 years based on current and
historical rate and valuation increases to provide a company comfort that the initial decision to locate
based on this issue is valid. To request a waiver of the right to challenge is a red flag consequently.

We have investigated the concept several times over the past 15 years. We call it “value
maintenance”. This would mean that the incentive contract would require that the property could not
be reduced in value on the tax rolls for the 10 years of the incentive (i.e. protested or
depreciated). The Commissioners Court members have consistently rejected the idea as running
counter to the concept of economic development in that most of our incentive programs yield smaller
savings that the recipient’s ability to reduce its tax bills through depreciation or protest. Our real
hope is that our appraisal district will start appraising commercial properties accurately.

Mentioned above…PILOT agreements.

Our municipality has never been involved in requiring a waiver on property tax valuation in
exchange for some type of economic incentive. Our township has taken a more liberal approach on
trying to stimulate economic development which is due to high unemployment and limited growth in
our area. Unfortunately, the local school board has taken the exact opposite approach and is not
willing to cooperate in any type of incentive that may reduce or limit their intake of tax dollars. The
school board just denied a TIF with an upfront cash donation of $500,000, 15 year term and a 60/40
tax ratio.
Our municipality would entertain any reasonable proposal that would enhance economic
development. We would be willing to think out of the box on something like this, so a prospective
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developer or company would, in my opinion be attracted in locating in our municipality. However,
the company’s commitment to a freeze on tax valuations would depend on the specifics of that
business in their future sustainability.
Given the unwillingness of our local school board to cooperate in tax incentives to attract
development, I would like to see the Pennsylvania state legislature expand the concept of the Public
Private Partnership concept that would allow local and county government bodies to advance
economic development without having our hands tied by school boards that lack the incite and
understanding when it comes to economic development.

We have allowed for limited protests to occur provided the assessed value does not go below an
amount that would result in an agreed upon tax payment. This approach needs to be done in
combination with sources of revenue needed for debt service. E.g. Make sure the reduced amount of
property taxes, in combination with the amount of sales tax increment, is still sufficient to meet debt
service requirements. We have also required a “payment in lieu of taxes” to supplement ordinary
property tax increment in the event the projected amounts are not realized. If there is any type of
protest prohibition, make sure the assessor is aware of it. The developer may forget (or ignore) the
restriction so the assessor is often the way we are made aware of the attempt to protest. We then
remind the developer of the limitation. Generally the developers are accepting of this provision if
they can get comfortable that the assessment process is fair and consistently applied.

Without specific information, I offer the following opinion.
Usually a municipality would offer economic incentives to a developer for projects with the intent
that new development would encourage growth and an increase in property taxes in a particular area.
It would be against the municipality's best interest to front economic incentives then not realize the
potential income that the project would incur by allowing the tax valuation to be protested.
The developer can always choose not to receive the incentive and incur the total cost of the project so
that they may freely protest future tax valuations.
Possible solutions: Thinking outside of the box...
The business, I assume, could look at the value it receives on the front end (economic incentive) as a
'pseudo loan" that the municipality would in turn be "repaid" through the increase in tax revenue it
"may" receive over a period of time. After the "incentive" has been recaptured, then the valuations
should be allowed to be protested.
-ORThe municipality could possibly agree to hold the tax valuation of the project at a certain or "not to
exceed" percentage amount over a period of time then allow it to be properly valued at market rate
after the expiration of that time frame.
Whatever the solution, it should be contained within the four corners of the development agreement
so that the developer receives protection in the event there are subsequent property tax increases.
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Appendix C-2:
Responses from Members of the International Economic Development Council (IEDC)
Municipalities are currently investigating the impact of commercial property tax protests on local
economies. If such municipalities were to require that incoming companies waive their right to
protest property tax valuations (real property and business personal property) in order to receive
economic development incentives, how would this impact or alter your consideration of this
location for a project? Are there any alternatives that you would suggest or best practices that you
would recommend in place of prohibiting such protests?

Thank you for contacting IEDC’s Clearinghouse Information and Research Service (CIRS). My
colleague Tye Libby recently forwarded me your inquiry regarding companies that receive economic
development incentives and their ability to appeal their property tax assessments.
This detailed and complicated subject would take significantly longer to research than the 1.5 hours
allotted under IEDC’s free CIRS offerings. However, I am writing to provide you with the research
and information that I have gathered thus far while looking into your inquiry. I hope that this will
steer you in the right direction.
After running into numerous dead ends, I reached out to both IEDC President and CEO Jeff Finkle
and Texas Economic Development President and CEO Carlton Schwab (both CCed here) for input.
Ultimately, the following points were the results of our conversations.
1)
Both gentlemen noted that restricting companies that receive incentives from appealing their
property tax seems like a losing strategy. Mr. Finkle expressed concern that the case would get
thrown out in court.
2)
Mr. Finkle also believes that a significant portion of the property tax appeals are likely being
instigated by a company that is reaping a financial reward for winning the appeals (a piece of the
savings).
3)
Mr. Schwab noted that the Austin property market is particularly overheated, and as property
values have continued to climb, companies have tried to reduce some of their expenditures. Yet, he
noted that such rapid increases in property value are not happening (with a couple of exceptions)
throughout the rest of Texas.
4)
Neither Mr. Schwab nor Mr. Finkle know of any cities that have dealt with this issue in an
effective or systematic method.
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